TRUE digital transformation

STARTS HERE

We’ve been BUILDING THE FUTURe since

BEFORE MOST OF US WERE BORN
Here at Fujifilm we have a proud tradition of pioneering research and continue to
be at the forefront of innovation.
The years of innovation have brought us to Process Automation solutions that
help New Zealand businesses thrive.
Save time, money, drive productivity and visibility across your business, gain
flexibility for your team, and ultimately deliver unrivalled customer experience.
Who is it for? Everybody and we mean that - from finance departments to
warehouse staff, office workers to engineers, automation is here for everyone.

accounts payable/
receivable automation

ROBOTIC PROCESS
AUTOMATION

document generation,
FORMS & digital signing

CONTRACT lifecycle
management

electronic content
management

outsourcing &
digitisation

so strap in, your digital transformation

STARTS HERE

BUT FIRST, let’s see

HOW WE DO IT

Our people are experts who listen, understand, consider what’s possible,
then anchor your digital transformation around the processes and goals
that exist within your business.
Pain points in your finance department, repetitive manual tasks, lack of
process or finance visibility, paperwork that slows down employees and
destroys customer experience are the kind of things we are on a mission to
stamp out.
We have a solid track record, and our team’s knowledge and experience
have enabled many New Zealand businesses to gain a competitive edge.
Our customers’ success is what sets us apart.

why

it will TRANSFORM
your business

WhEN

systems WILL BE
ready to go live

HOW

the changes
will work

What

results you
can expect

automation for everyone begins here, with

ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION
Everyone could use a bit of help every now and then, but why not have the help
24/7 instead?
Intelligent Automation connects disparate systems, fills in the missing links and
executes complex processes with ease.
Robots never need time off, they are error-free and ultimately adaptable with
continuously evolving AI. It’s the perfect worker, and the final building block in
growing your business.

Psst. Click the logo to
view the full case study

trustpower
TRANSFORMED

Giving your valuable people the freedom and time to do the the work they love.

Once we’d seen RPA in
action, we realised it can
have a huge impact on
business today.
build complex robots
without the complex
development

Increase operational
efficiency without
breaking a sweat

accelerate document
intensive processes
trouble-free

Alice thompson, head of delivery
trustpower

processed applications grown

10x

Substantial time saved

45% faster

employees equipped with a
toolset for automation saving

100s of 1000s of $s

Ready for another case study?
Click the logo for more

SWITCH ON YOUR finance team WITH purchasing &

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AUTOMATION
Ask your staff to describe their Purchasing and Invoice processing experience, and
you’ll hear ‘slow‘, ‘painful‘ and ‘error-prone‘.

XERO ACCELERATED
We were looking for something
user-friendly and intuitive for
the end-user. The interface
design was quite an important
consideration for us.
Sam tsoi, systems accountant
xero

Automated datA entry saves

4 hours a day

approval time slashed from

14 to 4 days

process visibility increased

100%

Simplify and accelerate AP Invoice processing with Esker. Esker’s cloud-based
platform spans the entire Procure-to-Pay process and automates manual data
capture, matching and routing using AI and machine learning.
The result? Your finance team will reduce costs, achieve complete process visibility,
reduce the risk of fraud and compliance failures, as well as gain time for more
value-add work.

Reduce operational
cost and increase
productivity

Eliminate
errors and non
compliance risk

Improve visibility
of spend and
approvals

GET PAID FASTER & smarter WITH ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

AUTOMATION & collections management
Take the effort and errors out of credit management and cash application.
From remittance capture to invoice reconciliation in the ERP to managing
customer credit risk and much more.
Accelerate your cash allocation process, ensuring receivables are up to date
and your AR team is always working efficiently and strategically with a
system saving you 70% on average.
With your accounts receivable in check, think about what you could do with
all the extra time, from strategic planning to staff spending more quality time
adding value to customers.

Facilitate faster
& simplified
payment

Allocate
payments
automatically

ROI 6 months
or less on
average

IMPROVING TREK
The discipline that Esker drives
in the credit and collections
process is phenomenal. In my
20-plus years, it’s the best
product I’ve ever used based
on its simplicity and ease of
navigating.
Andrew St Clair, Global Director of
Financial Services
Trek

Reduced

DAYS Sales Outstanding (DSO)

GREATER productivity
allows staff to be reallocated to
more business-critical positions

Enhanced visibility
via customisable reports
directly from the dashboard

How did we pull it off?
Click the logo for more

GOODBYE DATA ENTRY, hello efficiency with

ORDER MANAGEMENT AUTOMATION
NEXT LEVEL
CUSTOMER SERVICE
The time saving has been quite
mind-blowing for us. In a funny
way, it was a bit unnerving for
the team. Suddenly in our busy
period, they had flexibility
they’d never had before.
Nardia Crosby, Customer experience &
shared services manager
Sealeswinslow

Automated datA entry saves

8 hours a day
Orders processed

90% faster
Self-learning AI PROVIDES

100% accuracY

Sales order processing is tied to customer experience as well as your company’s
Order-to-Cash success. Manual ordering processes can be inefficient and slow for
your staff and customers, often resulting in costly mistakes and lost customers.
That’s where we can help. You’ll benefit from AI-powered data capture, touchless
processing and digital workflow for fast exceptions handling.
Our order management solution addresses the most manual areas of order taking
through a centralised, cloud-based platform. Allowing you to focus on adding value
to your customers, not data keying.

PROCESS ORDERS FASTER
while eliminating
bottlenecks.

analytics, automated
reminders, task lists,
KPIs and more.

smash key relationship
slas and/or offer selfservice tools

Fast track your entire contracting WORKFLOW with

DOCUMENT Generation & Digital Signing
Agreements are integral to any business, But delays in contract signing disrupt
operations, and errors made during manual and paper-based process can negatively
impact turnaround time. Not only are these time-consuming, but any mistakes can
also result in customer dissatisfaction, penalties, and potential litigation.
Enable signers—be it customers or vendors—to sign anytime, anywhere with
DocuSign® eSignature. By eliminating physical signatures, users can upload
and send the contracts they need to be signed in seconds, with signers securely
accessing contracts from their devices.

agreements done and
dusted, most under 15mins

Average saving of
$36 per agreement

mobile apps for any
device, anywhere

simplifying deals
People would search their
email inbox looking for the
last email with a contract
attachment, having to
make sure it’s the right
one... We wanted tools
and solutions that would
harmonize, simplify and
bring efficiencies.
Wei Ling Lim, General Counsel for
Global Supply Chain
UNILEVER

no more searching through
countless emails =

NO TIME WASTED

manage, automate and agree faster with

CONTRACT LIFECYCLE management
If you think eSignature sounds amazing, wait til you hear how well it works in tandem
with DocuSign® CLM.
Most processes before and after the signature are manual, theres email follow ups,
spreadsheets to update, all again slowing you down from getting on with business and
nurturing your new client.
Remove those bottlenecks with a digital automated workflow and watch your
employees get business done faster, all while being accurate and compliant.
Configuring your entire workflow is easy as, rich integration comes standard as does
customised template repositories. All securely housed in it’s own digital fort knox.

automate the entire
contract journey, pre
and post signature

stop bugging your
legal team and
Standardise ts&cs

rich integration with
all your favourite
apps and systems

data collection sorted

WITH SMART FORMS
Still using static web forms, PDF forms or even paper-based forms? Then you
are missing an opportunity to really engage with your customers.
Adaptable, dynamic, guided customer forms are within your reach. Create
interactive, higher converting forms and contracts to enable faster processing
and more accurate and consistent business documents.
This means you’ll spend less time sorting through the data you have and more
time getting the business done.

SEAMLESSLy
connect existing
systems

less time,
Lower cost,
more accuracy

accelerated
customer
experience

Yet another success story?
Click the logo for more

A TRUE TECHNOLOGY
PARTNERSHIP
FUJIFILM were fantastic at
learning how we work, and
being flexible in meeting our
needs. We wanted a partner who
would be an extension of our
team, and that’s exactly what
we got in this relationship.
JONathan cook, information technology manager
AON

Fire Inspection reports done

92% faster
broker productivity

surged 15%

Intuitive, integrated, secure and cloud-ready
How did we pull
it off? Click the
logo for more

electronic content management
Paper-reliant and labour-intensive processes still holding your business back? Whether you
have 10 employees or 10,000, our intuitive content management solution is made for you.

REVVED UP FOR
GROWTH

Clear out your filing cabinets and store critical business documents securely in the cloud,
making way for table tennis your staff have been on about for the last few years.

Now, if we need a record, we
just punch in the number
plate or job number
or customer name and
everything we need is right
there at our fingertips.

But don’t stop there, accelerate your business with automated workflows, tasks and RPA.

Markus Tsoumas, General Manager
GILTRAP PORSCHE

record search time

84% faster
customer enquiries answered

immediately
month worth of claims

done in 1 day

The real result of eliminating traditional filing anarchy by going digital? Easier to find
documents on and off-site, smarter, more collaborative working and more 		
connected staff.

instantly available
documents for the
whole team

excel with
advanced
automation tools

integration pairs
with your existing
business processes

Last one we promise ...
See how we did it here

STREAMLINE your business workflow with process

outsourcing and digitisation
Business growth is what we strive for, but constantly investing in new hardware, software
and workforce to handle it, can be time-consuming and costly.
Our Business Process Outsourcing centres are here to handle it for you. By handing over
non-core business activities, you can stay focused on driving your business forward.
All while we get on with scanning and processing directly into your systems, providing
mail management, customer onboarding and digitising countless years of documents and
other assets.
Take advantage of best-in-class people using the latest and greatest in equipment without
spending a fortune to do so. There has never been a better time to make information
available and securely accessible to your employees no matter where they work from.

fast and efficient
processing of any
activity

entirely scalable
workforce
available

maintain business
integrity with
robust security

ACING CUSTOMER
SERVICE
The outcomes we’ve achieved with
Fujifilm across all our projects
have been measurable, and
they’ve exceeded expectations
in all cases. Best of all, the
improvement process is dynamic.
It’s always subject to ongoing
scrutiny and refinement.
Mark Lewis, General Manager,
Software Development
PARTNERS LIFE

applications ready

90% faster
Compliance issues flagged

immediately

so now you know we mean business,

Whats the next step?
The next step is true digital transformation, but it doesn’t stop there ...
Almost all of our success stories begin with a specific project in mind, and we get it done by
going above and beyond.
Our local team takes pride in our customers’ outstanding results. Our project methodology
ensures the projects are delivered on time and according to your preferred engagement model.
We simply leave no projects behind.

expertly picked
& crafted NZ
BASED team

years of
innovation and
know-how

SAAS and
custom bespoke
solutions

GET IN TOUCH NOW
09 356 4200
contact@fbnz.net.nz
betterbusiness-fbnz.fujifilm.com

